Petits motifs au point de croix

da: Flammarion

Modello: LIBFLA-9782082010443

In this beautiful book in French (77 pages with clear illustrations and charts) you will, divided by groups, many subject to stitch for your projects: seaside, fruit and vegetables, garden, flowers, kitchen, animals, babies, Christmas, Easter. Every pattern is presented on various supports: paper, household linen, etc.

Price: € 17.51 (incl. VAT)
Le coffret point de croix

da: Flammarion

Modello: LIBFLA-9782082014977

Embroider a beautiful gift in order to celebrate a great event? Create some wonderful marquoirs which will have a timeless value?

It's what you can do with this box which contains:

- 2 manuals of 48 pages
- 3 patterns of traditional marquoirs
- 1 squared fabric Aida 32x32 cm
- 1 hoop
- 1 fingerstall
- 1 needle
- 7 cotton skeins

Author: Alison Jenkins

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
L'encyclopédie des travaux d'aiguilles

Moderno: LIBFR-9782081248410

L'encyclopédie des travaux d'aiguilles : Broderie, patchwork, appliqué, crochet, tricot
Master all the techniques related to the needle works, benefit at the maximum of your materials. Learn how to use the patterns and create your own motifs. Beginners or experts, this encyclopedia will become your personal sewing and embroidering guide. It presents to you with precision all the necessary techniques: embroidery, patchwork, appliqué, crochet, tricot, all you want to create is shown and explained step by step. Thanks to these pictures you will learn some instruments and how to apply all the different techniques. By creating your dresses or accessories, you will put in practice what you have learnt so far.
Authors: Maggie Gordon, Sally Harding, Ellie Vance.
400 pages.

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Tricot : tout le matériel, les points, les motifs...
da: Flammarion

Modello: LIBFR-9782081277335

Tricot : tout le matériel, les points, les motifs...
Whether beginners or expert knitters, just "knitting-addicted" or knitting professionals, this book is going to give you all the directions you need, step by step! Stitches, patterns, and effects are precisely described and explained and thanks to its many pictures, you'll immediately know which tools to choose and how to use them for your projects, both clothes and accessories.

398 pages

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
L'encyclopédie des patrons et modèles

da: Flammarion

Modello: LIBFLA-9782081282551

L'encyclopédie des patrons et modèles : Les techniques indispensables, tout le matériel
A true masterpiece, this book gathers up all the base techniques to create your own designs following your level of competence. Mastering all techniques to create your own clothes, learning how to read, trace, cut, modify your paper patterns. Designs for skirts, shirts, jackets, dresses, pants, etc. A practical and easy way, also thanks to more than 2 500 step by step pictures.
Author: Alison Smith
320 pages in French

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Vêtements de cérémonies pour enfants de 2 à 8 ans

da: Flammarion

Modello: LIBFR-9782081351868

40 creations with wedding outfits, baptism or communion for children of 2 to 8 years: white dresses in light veil, suspenders pants, linen shirts, flower headbands, cotton capes... Model on the inside

Authors: Lefort, Claire. Pages: 140 in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Nouveaux intemporels pour enfants

da: Flammarion

Modello: LIBFR-9782081361744

Forty patterns to create garments for kids from 2 to 8 years of age: ballerina skirts, pants and much more!
Author: Astrid Le Provost
140 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)